
Bid Title

Bid #

October 27, 2015

October 28, 2015 - October 27, 2018

203

Specialist/Buyer: Jessica Graham/ext. 200-2460

iBuy Catalog Professional Services

Contract Amount: Not to Exceed $250,000.00

Awarded Vendor Vendor Contact Email Phone

Florida Trails, Inc. d/b/a/ Annett Bus Lines Wade Scheel Sales@annettbuslines.com
800-282-3655

Corporate Coaches, Inc. Mike Castro Mcastro@corporatecoachesfla.com
407-999-4900

Dynamic Tours & Transportation, Inc. Edna Dakkak Edakkak@Dynamicbuslines.com
407-888-3500

Empire Coach Line, Inc. Eduardo Serrano Eddie@empirecoachline.com
407-888-2624

ESCOT Bus Lines Biriam Orta biriam@escotbuslines.com
407-418-1222

Express Transportation CW Newman Sales@expresstransportation.com
407-351-8868

Jet Set Line, Inc. Norxis Barboza De Quintero Sales@jetsetusa.com
407-649-6599

Mears Destination Services, Inc. Bret Voisin Bvoisin@mears.com
407-422-4561

Motorcoach Class A d/b/a MCA Transportation Robert Grassano Rob@mcatransportation.com
407-226-2256

Stylus Transportation, Corp. Valeria Iorio Reservation@stylusbus.com
407-850-9808

VIP's Jet Tours Corp. d/b/a Pegasus Transportation James Mills Sales@pegasusbus.com
407-812-8812

ORANGE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Procurement Services Information Sheet

CHARTER BUS SERVICES

ITB1508169

Contract Period:

School Board Award:

***Helpful Hints***

Vednors are allowed to charge less than the contracted amount. Enter a 

free text cart if the rates on the quote are less than the contract.

123516

1020178

113430

128915

123238

113429

127153

126606

120337

136245

Purchasing Group #/Contact:

Vendor # 

119294

Quotes MUST show a flat rate, hourly rate, or mileage rate. That is the 

only way procurement can verify pricing on free text carts. 
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

120337 Annett Bus Lines

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 120337
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $1,000.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 120337

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $163.00

504758 120337
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $6.42

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 120337
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $187.00

504760 120337
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $6.42

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 120337 Rate per day Day $1,900.00

504764 120337
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $6.42

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 120337 Premium rate per hour Hour $212.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 120337 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 120337
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $1,200.00

504801 120337

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $3,000.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

136245 Corporate Coaches, Inc.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 136245
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $450.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 136245

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $90.00

504758 136245
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile) Mileage begins at pick‐up location and ends at 

drop‐off location.
Mile $4.10

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 136245
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $90.00

504760 136245
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile) Mileage begins at pick‐up location and ends at drop‐off 

location.
Mile $4.45

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 136245 Rate per day Day $1,400.00

504764 136245
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $4.45

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 136245 Premium rate per hour Hour $150.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 136245 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 136245

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $375.00

504801 136245

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $510.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

113430 Dynamic Tours & Transportation, Inc.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 113430
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $429.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 113430

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $79.00

504758 113430
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $5.50

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 113430
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $89.00

504760 113430
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $6.50

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 113430 Rate per day Day $1500-$2100

504764 113430
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $6.50-$8.50

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 113430 Premium rate per hour Hour $95.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 113430 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 113430
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $500.00

504801 113430

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $1,000.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

128915 Empire Coach Line, Inc.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 128915
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $450.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 128915

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $90.00

504758 128915
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $4.60

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 128915
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $95.00

504760 128915
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $4.50

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 128915 Rate per day Day $1,500.00

504764 128915
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $4.50

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 128915 Premium rate per hour Hour $115.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 128915 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 128915
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $225.00

504801 128915

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $450.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

122987 ESCOT Bus Lines

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 122987
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $400.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 122987

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $80.00

504758 122987
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.65

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 122987
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $80.00

504760 122987
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.65

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 122987 Rate per day Day $1,087.00

504764 122987
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.65

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 122987 Premium rate per hour Hour $110.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 122987 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 122987
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $201.00

504801 122987

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $402.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

119294 Express Transportation

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 119294
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $400.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 119294

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $80.00

504758 119294
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 119294
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $80.00

504760 119294
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 119294 Rate per day Day $975.00

504764 119294
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 119294 Premium rate per hour Hour $100.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 119294 Flat fee rate Flat Rate 50%

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 119294
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $250.00

504801 119294

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $350.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

123238 Jet Set Line, Inc.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 123238
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $450.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 123238

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $90.00

504758 123238
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 123238
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $90.00

504760 123238
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 123238 Rate per day Day $1,100.00

504764 123238
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.50

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 123238 Premium rate per hour Hour $130.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 123238 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $99.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 123238
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $190.00

504801 123238

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $369.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

113429 Mears Destination Services, Inc.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 113429
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $446.25

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 113429

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $89.25

504758 113429
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $2.42

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 113429
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $89.25

504760 113429
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $2.42

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 113429 Rate per day Day $1,160.25

504764 113429
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $2.42

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 113429 Premium rate per hour Hour $89.25

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 113429 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $0.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 113429
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $301.75

504801 113429

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $378.25
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

126606 Motorcoach Class A d/b/a MCA Transportation

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 126606
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $425.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 126606

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $85.00

504758 126606
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 126606
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $85.00

504760 126606
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 126606 Rate per day Day $975.00

504764 126606
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 126606 Premium rate per hour Hour $125.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 126606 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 126606
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $225.00

504801 126606

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $425.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

127153 Stylus Transportation, Corp.

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 127153
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $390.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 127153

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $78.00

504758 127153
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 127153
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $78.00

504760 127153
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 127153 Rate per day Day $925.00

504764 127153
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.25

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 127153 Premium rate per hour Hour $95.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 127153 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $200.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 127153
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $200.00

504801 127153

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $375.00
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Product ID Vendor # Description Unit of Measure Unit Price

123516 VIP's Jet Tours Corp. d/b/a Pegaus Transportation

5 HOUR MINIMUM TRIP*

504756 123516
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)
Flat Rate $499.00

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The greater amount 

will prevail.)

504757 123516

Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition 

to the 5 hour flat rate)
Hour $91.00

504758 123516
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.30

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage rate. The 

greater amount will prevail.)

504759 123516
Rate per hour                                                                    

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 

5 hour flat rate)

Hour $91.00

504760 123516
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                              Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.30

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel 

expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed 

at either the rate per day or mileage rate. The greater amount will prevail.)

504761 123516 Rate per day Day $1,050.00

504764 123516
Mileage rate ‐ (flat fee per mile)                                             Mileage begins at pick‐up 

location and ends at drop‐off location.
Mile $3.30

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

This rate may charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

504762 123516 Premium rate per hour Hour $115.00

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the 

prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

504763 123516 Flat fee rate Flat Rate $100.00

Flat fee for One Way Trips and Round Trip Transfers

504800 123516
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties

 *47 - 55 Passenger bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $299.00

504801 123516

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4    

hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus

PRICING MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Flat Rate $480.00
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